
Benefits

• Easily extend existnn testnn 

processes with sample poolinn
• Reduce the number of assays 

and the reanent consumpton
• Reduce manual labor, tredness, 

and risk of human error
• Reduce testnn cost by up to 15x 

and tme by up to 6x
• Test more people with the 

existnn resources

Produci overview

Laboraiory Optiiier for Matsts Tetstnn iananets pool 

ietstnn worflowts for iolecular diannotstcts or oiher 

qualiiatve ietstnn ieihodts in ihe epideiiolonical 

ioniiorinn, iatsts tscreeninn, and clinical diannotsits for 

COVID-19 and oiher infectouts ditseatsets. By utsinn 

advanced pool ietstnn alnoriihits and advanced daia 

analytcts, LOMT allowts laboraioriets io reduce ietstnn 

cotsi and tie, and increatse capaciiy by up io 30x..

Produci feaiurets

Coipleie diniialiiaton of ihe ietstnn worflow

LOMT automatcally determines the optmal poolinn strateny 

dependinn on the prevalence and operatonal constraints, 

desinns pool mixinn protocols, tracks specimens, pools, and 

assays,  and decodes the results of completed assays.

Advanced poolinn alnoriihits

LOMT supports several alnorithms from plain Dorfmal poolinn to

more complex alnorithms with probability analysis for diferent 

use cases and conditons, includinn:

• Combinatorial poolinn allowinn to quickly obtain near to 

100% of results in a sinnle stane for a low prevalence

• Binary splitnn allowinn a sinnifcant reducton of the 

number of tests even for a 10% prevalence and hinher

Mult-conditon tsenieniaton

By analyzinn sample data, LOMT ornanizes samples into 

senments with diferent prevalence and testnn conditons in 

order to select the optmal poolinn strateny for each senment or

fall back on individual testnn if poolinn cannot be efcient.

LOMT Pool Tetstnn
Laboratory Optmizer for Mass Testnn



How it works

LOMT extends existnn standard testnn processes by introducinn additonal steps of poolinn desinn, mixinn 

samples into pools, decodinn the result of pools, and reportnn the results of samples. Dependinn on the noals 

and conditons of the testnn, these steps can be performed in the laboratory durinn the testnn or outside the 

laboratory at the point of care or sample collecton point.

The software can be intenrated with LIMS and equipment in hinh-performance automated laboratories or be 

used as a stand-alone applicaton in manual laboratories, includinn mobile laboratories and infrmaries, and, in

extra-laboratory sample poolinn. For automated laboratories, LOMT nenerates mixinn protocols for liquid 

handlinn robotcs and reads testnn results from machines. For manual laboratories, LOMT provides lab 

personnel with a friendly user interface for all steps of the process and a visual pipetnn nuide for mixinn 

pools. When used stand-alone, LOMT also provides basic LIMS functonality for planninn batches, trackinn 

samples, pools, and assays, and bar-codinn samples and assays.

LOMT is a cloud applicaton with a user interface that runs in a web browser on any desktop computer, laptop,

tablet, or even smartphone. It allows any laboratory to start usinn advanced pool testnn with stand-alone 

LOMT in a few days or 2-6 weeks when intenratnn LOMT with lab equipment and LIMS.
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